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 Download print focus magic v4.01. v4.00: the editor that fixes the problem that photos aren't well focused. Description: For
many people, the main difference between good and great photographers is their ability to get an image that is really sharp, i.e.
their ability to focus the photograph properly. Focusing (or focusing, as some prefer) is not easy: the depth of field of an image
is so shallow that a person with a simple camera has a great difficulty to capture a sharp image. It is very easy for a beginner to
take a picture where the subject is focused and the background blurred. Focus Magic is software for all Windows that can help

you to easily focus and even bring your image back to life. This is a big step forward to make your photography better. Key
features : -Easy to use: you just have to click to focus your images. -Make photos better: take your photos out of focus and then
fix them with Focus Magic. -Different modes of correction: automatically detect and correct focal problems, with a preview.
-Fast: Focus Magic is very fast. -Easy: no technical knowledge is required. -Simple: Focus Magic is user-friendly and easy to
use, even for beginners. -Auto detect problems and fix them: Focus Magic will automatically detect and correct problems of

focal quality. -Works on all the photos taken with your camera. -Never miss a photo: "Focus Magic" will never miss a photo and
you will never have a blurred photo. -Focus Magic is fast: your photos will be automatically fixed in few seconds. -Focus Magic

is compatible with all models of camera: Canon, Nikon, Sony, Pentax, Olympus, Fuji, Leica, Panasonic, etc. -No computer
skills required: you don't need to download programs or operate a "PC". -Focus Magic has been downloaded more than 1,3
million times. -Focus Magic is freeware. Focus Magic 4.00 Photo Magic (Magic lens) is a photo manipulation and editing

software that allows you to easily make your photos magic. With it, you can remove various types of flaws (noise, blur, shadow,
dust...), create various effects and more. More than 30 effects are available. Also, Photo Magic is compatible with all the

cameras, all digital photo editing software and many kinds of photo printers. Key 82157476af
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